## ACADEMIC COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP 2022-23

### HUMANITIES
- * Andrews, Edna
- * Ginsburg, Shai
- * Lieber, Laura
- * Lindroth, Scott
- * Vadde, Aarthi
- # Aidoo, Lamonte
- # Engelstein, Stefani
- # Jenson, Deborah
- # Rankin, Tom
- # Ziolkowski, Saskia
- Sosin, Josh, Alt

### SOCIAL SCIENCES
- * Brown, Tyson
- * Haynie, Kerry
- * Neal, Mark Anthony
- * Olcott, Jocelyn
- * Stein, Rebecca
- # Allison, Anne
- # Gaither, Sarah
- # Huettel, Scott
- # Munger, Michael
- # Shapiro, Karin
- Cobb, Jasmine, Alt

### NATURAL SCIENCES & MATHEMATICS
- * Cetinkaya-Rundel, Mine
- * Charbonneau, Patrick
- * Derbyshire, Emily
- * Magwene, Paul
- # Agarwal, Pankaj
- # Arce, Ayana
- # Bejsovec, Amy
- # Nolen, James
- # Steorts, Rebecca
- + Clyde, Merlise
- Groh, Jennifer, Alt

### DIVINITY SCHOOL
- * Casarella, Peter
- * Portier-Young, Anthea
- * Wilson, Norbert
- # Ha, Polly
- # Wilson, Wylin
- Beeley, Christopher, Alt

### PRATT SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
- * Izatt, Joseph
- * Payne, Christine
- * Randles, Amanda
- * Sommer, Marc
- # Gavin, Henri
- # Henriquez, Craig
- # Santillan, Sophia
- # Stiff-Roberts, Adrienne
- # Virgin, Lawrence
- + Farsi, Sina
- Hsu-Kim, Heileen, Alt

### NICHOLAS SCHOOL OF THE ENVIRONMENT
- * Albright, Elizabeth
- * Meyer, Joel
- * Patino-Echeverri, Dalia
- * Werngreen, Jennifer
- # Basurto, Xavier
- # Halpin, Patrick
- # Klein, Emily
- Hench, James, Alt

### SCHOOL OF LAW
- * Greene, Sara
- * Jones, Trina
- * Lovelace, H. Timothy
- # Blocher, Joseph
- # Grant, Crystal
- # Lemos, Margaret
- # Richman, Barak
- Zelenak, Larry, Alt

### CLINICAL SCIENCES-MEDICINE
- * Andolshek, Kathryn
- * Galanos, Anthony
- * Spratt, Susan
- * Thacker, Julie
- * Tong, Betty
- # Bolognesi, Michael
- # Frazier, Camille
- # Kirk, Allan
- # Larrier, Nicole
- # Olortunbo, Omobonike
- Brady, Carla, Alt

### FUQUA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
- * Amaldoss, Wilfred
- * Black, Ines
- * Cieslak, Anna
- * Cutright, Keisha
- * Schipper, Katherine
- # Desai, Preyas
- # Fitzsimons, Grainne
- # Harvey, Cam
- # Sun, Peng
- # Swinney, Robert
- Mayew, William, Alt

### BASIC SCIENCES-MEDICINE
- * Hammer, Gianna
- * Kay, Jeremy
- * Valdivia, Raphael
- * West, Anne
- * Wood, Kris
- # Beese, Lorena
- # Chi, Jen-Tsan
- # Jinks-Robertson, Sue
- # Kuehn, Margarethe
- # MacAlpine, David
- Oas, Terrance, Alt

### SCHOOL OF NURSING
- * Knisely, Mitchell
- * Mulawa, Marta
- # Johnson, Ragan
- # Kayle, Mariam
- # Smith, Sophia
- # Walton, AnnMarie
- + Reuter Rice, Karin
- Bohler-McMillian, Jacqueline, Alt

### SANFORD SCHOOL OF PUBLIC POLICY
- * Babinski, Leslie
- * Bermeo, Sarah
- * Mohanan, Manoj
- * Rose, Deandra
- # Barnes, Carolyn
- # Bundorf, Kate
- # Taylor, Don
- Pfaff, Alexander, Alt

### EX OFFICIO MEMBERS
- Erika Weinthal, Chair, 2021-23
- Sally Kornbluth, Provost
- Vince Price, President

---

* Elected in spring 2021 for a two-year term
# Elected in spring 2022 for a two-year term
+ Elected in spring 2022 for a one-year term